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To meet the urgent learning needs of our youth, ASB doubled its investment in its academic program this
past year. ASB provided one-on-one tutoring for every student who requested it, helping our students
overcome the learning losses incurred from months of distance learning. Each week ASB tutors collectively
provided over 100 hours of tutoring support. As a result of this dedication, a majority of our student
cohorts increased their GPA from the 2019-2020 school year. 

Our family services team rose to the challenge of increased mental health and crisis needs as a result of the
pandemic. Our team provided regular counseling sessions, as well as crisis intervention support for families
in need of emergency food, rent, and utility assistance. Thanks to our community partners, ASB raised over
$50,000 in restricted funding to support our crisis intervention efforts, helping families put food on table,
stay in their homes, and keep the lights on. 

ASB was thrilled to share two dance productions this year. The first was our Virtual Winter Showcase and
the second production, Youth Dances on Film, was a full-length dance concert filmed live on the campus of
California Center for the Arts, Escondido. The latter proved to be one of the true highlights of the year.
Students prepared their pieces mainly virtually, and then came to rehearse and film them outside on
location throughout the campus and in Grape Day Park. For many of our students, this was their first
opportunity to dance in-person after many months at home.

Our 2020-2021 school year was followed by eight weeks of robust summer programming on-campus.
Students were provided with a variety of educationally enriching and fun activities. Our offerings ranged to
meet the needs of our growing, age diverse student body. We had everything from dance intensives, to an
elementary project-based STEAM camp, to high school STEM labs, a wellness retreat, and a College/Career
Exploration week.

One of the final highlights of this year was honoring A Step Beyond’s Founders, Frank and Jan Foster at our
inaugural Wine-Tasting Benefit at The Westin Carlsbad Resort & Spa in September. Guests joined our
Board and community members at a beautiful event under the stars, tasting spectacular wines and dining
on delicious food in honor of the Fosters and in support of ASB’s students and programs. It was truly a
night to remember. 

As we count down the days to June 15, 2023 (the day that our first class will graduate), ASB remains
committed to ensuring that our students are prepared for success in college, career, and life. Thank you for
all you do to empower our students to reach their full potential.
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LETTER FROM THE CEO 

James Wright
What a year it’s been. After a year and a half of pandemic-related
modifications, A Step Beyond launched the 2021-2022 school year safely in-
person, on-campus, and stronger than ever before.

Thanks to the support of our donors and community partners, ASB continued providing services and
programming uninterrupted from March 2020 onward. This is a privilege that we don’t take lightly or for
granted. When I wrote to you in fall of 2020, we were just opening our doors to approximately 40% of our
students who chose to participate in-person, while the remaining 60% continued to receive services
online. Regardless of how our students participated, we know why--they have come to love the ASB
community, the comprehensive support they receive from their teachers and mentors and the
camaraderie with their peers. Their determination and resilience continues to be an inspiration to our staff
and volunteers. These young people are truly the most dedicated and high-potential students in our
region, and they are all destined for bright futures.



Stephanie: A Step Beyond has influenced
me greatly. I was a very shy and quiet
student with good enough grades; but after
I joined A Step Beyond I became more
confident, I can express myself more
comfortably, and have been able to
maintain straight A’s in my classes.
Through A Step Beyond, I've improved my
productivity and flexibility, not just
physically but with everything I do. 

They provide tutoring, career professionals
in many different fields, and technology to
help deepen our learning about our
interests. They provide as much as they
can so we can succeed. 

Stephanie's Story

Interview with ASB Student, Stephanie

Building Resilience One Day at a Time

How has A Step Beyond benefited you?

What do you hope for your future?

"A Step Beyond isn’t just a dance program that teaches kids to dance, it is so much
more. They bring a new generation of students closer to college, to their dream job, to

success in life, and every kid deserves that." - Stephanie

Whenever I envision my future, I see myself
as a professional dancer, or possibly in the
medical field. To be a dancer or in the
medical field I will need lots of practice and
great teachers who will provide me help
and support along the way, and A Step
Beyond’s focus is just that. They help push
us to achieve any possible dream we may
have.  

What do you want people to know about
A Step Beyond?

A Step Beyond isn’t just a dance program
that teaches kids to dance, it is so much
more. They push their students, like me, to
be better than they ever thought they
could be, they teach kids that anything is
possible, that with a little help they can do
anything. They bring a new generation of
students closer to college, to their dream
job, to success in life, and every kid
deserves that. Every child deserves to
choose their future and not be forced to
take a mediocre option. They deserve to
live a happy and fulfilling life, and A Step
Beyond helps them do just that. 
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
Thanks to the generosity of our donors and supporters, A Step Beyond raised

over $1.3 million in revenue in fiscal year 2020-2021.

BREAKDOWN BY
FUNDING SOURCE

$753,445
INDIVIDUAL GIVING

$92,978
CORPORATE GIVING

$52,096
GOVERNMENT GRANTS

$67,562
NONPROFIT GIVING

$229,932
FOUNDATION GRANTS

$1,314,714GRAND TOTAL

A Step Beyond is proud to report 100% 
Board participation in annual giving.

Individual Giving
56.9%

Foundation Grants
16.8%

PPP Loan
9.1%

Corporate Giving
7.9%

Nonprofit Giving
5.3%

Government Grants
4%

$118,700
PPP LOAN



Over 100 students
participated in Youth

Dances on Film,
ASB's annual concert

which was filmed
live, onsite at The

California Center for
the Arts, Escondido.

ASB offered more summer
programming than ever
before. Over 8 weeks,

students were provided
with a variety of

educationally enriching and
fun activities including
STEAM camps, dance

intensives, and a college &
career exploration week.  
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ASB provided
$45,000+ in

emergency food,
rental, and utilities
assistance to our
families thanks to

donations from our
nonprofit and

community partners.

ASB reopened to
students in-person in
Fall 2020 offering its
holistic program with

additional tutoring
support to help

students recover
from pandemic-

related learning loss.



As ASB heads into winter, our oldest students have embarked on their junior years of
high school, bringing them that much closer to college and career pathway programs in
less than 2 years’ time. As such, ASB launched it's new World of Work curriculum. The
World of Work curriculum is a research-based careers education framework that
provides students with exposure to the world of work. It is designed for all students in
all grades and integrates relevant, real-world exposure to a broad range of careers and
professionals. It is a proven model that drives student engagement, self-confidence,
and educational attainment associated with learning.

The World of Work curriculum focuses on exposing students to a wide range of
occupations before they have to make any binding decision and gradually builds their
capacity to make effective decisions. We cannot predict the jobs of the future but we
can provide students the skills and confidence they need to successfully manage their
careers.

Developed by the highly innovative World of Work Network, the curriculum is rooted in
the “Mission of Me” process, which includes 3 cores:

LOOKING AHEAD...

03

Before discussing careers, students need to know about themselves. What are
they interested in? What are they naturally talented at? And what do they
value out of a workplace? Even as these elements change for students as they
grow and mature, the framework of analyzing careers and themselves through
strengths, interests, and values remains the same.

S E L F  A W A R E N E S S
01

04

WORLD OF WORK PROGRAM LAUNCH!
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How can a child aspire to a career they don’t know exists? One way is for students
to be exposed to a variety of careers that align with different interests. By trying
out careers that match different interests and values, students will learn more
about themselves and gain a clearer picture of what vocation they aspire to.

A C A D E M I C  A N D  C A R E E R  J O U R N E Y

02

In My Story, students put together who they are, the journey they have been on,
and the strengths, skills, and experiences they have acquired along the way.

M Y  S T O R Y

03

ASB views the implementation of this curriculum as a capstone achievement that will tie the
strands of our students' academic, artistic, and life experiences into the necessary exploration,
consideration, and focused activity that will lead to a college and career pathway, as well as the
acquisition of essential skills necessary to make that vision a reality.
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A STEP BEYOND SUPPORTERS 2020-2021

Donors $50,000 and above
Anonymous Board Member (3)
Frank and Eva Thomas 
Lawrence Welk Family Foundation
The San Diego Foundation

Donors $25,000 to $49,999
Anonymous Board Member (2)
Hope for San Diego
North Coast Calvary Chapel
Pacific Western Bank
The Gerald T. & Inez Grant Parker 
     Foundation
The Conrad Prebys Foundation
The Hackett Family Foundation
Vicki and Carl Zeiger  

Donors $15,000 to 24,999
Anonymous Board Member
California Arts Council
Nick and Ruth Tsoulos 
Keith and Helen Kim  
Robert and Frances Hickman, in honor
     of Elizabeth Jayne Hendrick's Legacy
Samuel H. French and Katherine
     Weaver French Fund
Switchfoot BRO-AM Foundation
The Ginn Family Foundation

Donors $10,000 to $14,999
Bob and Betty Stine 
Caterpillar
Clare Rose Foundation
County of San Diego
General Atomics Sciences Education Fdn.
SDG&E
Solar Turbines
The Langlois Charitable Trust Fund
The Nordson Corporation Foundation
Tri Pointe Homes

Donors $5,000 to $9,999
Bill and Barbara Yingling 
Brookfield Los Angeles Builders Inc
Charles and Ruth Billingsley Foundation
David Scott  
Douglas and Paula Neff
Floyd Pickrell  
Gary and Cathy Daichendt  
Hunter Industries
Joel Lench Trust
John and Denise Duncan  
John and Janice Markley  
Kimberly Whitcombe  
John and Cindy Klinedinst
Mary and Michael Gregoire  
Michael and Elise Coit  
North Island Credit Union
Pasquale and Danelle Russo  
Qualcomm
Rebecca Horowitz 
Rick and Shari Sapp
The Coastal Community Foundation 
The Leichtag Foundation
The Rancho Santa Fe Foundation
The Country Friends
Tom and Stephanie Pellette
Union Bank Foundation

Donors $1,000 to $4,999
Anonymous
Anonymous Board Member
Bob and Kathy Barton  
California State University San Marcos
Charles and Lane Wood 
David and Susan Pyke  
Don and Judy Oliphant  
Don Hendricks  
Dorothy and Lee Arnold  
Ennodio and Paula Ramos
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A STEP BEYOND SUPPORTERS 2019-2020

Donors $1,000 to $4,999 Continued...
Anonymous Board Member
James Wright and Samantha Peterson
Jim and Sheila Tomlin  
Joan Thomas  
Joanne Fiedler  
John and Katie Withers  
JustUs Partners Foundation
Larry and Cindy Bloch  
Michael and Linda Niggli  
Mike and Elaine Hofmann  
Mike and Nancy Meyer  
Orville and Melissa Power  
Pamela Morgan and Joyce Rowland  
Robert and Paige Vanosky  
Robert Mairena
Roger and Lori Pechuls  
The Serenity Grace Foundation
Steve and Laura Wagner  
Stone Brewing
Tee and Debbie Ness
The Cynthia and George Weir Family
The Maisel Foundation
The Rebecca and Jacquelyn Raymond
     Foundation
The Scotty and Kathy Cameron Fund
Vip and Sharon Patel  
William Hamilton  

Donors $500 to $999
Alpha Phi Omega, SDSU Chapter
Ann Davies  
Anonymous (2)
Anonymous Board Member
Ben and Nicole Clay  
California Center for the Arts, Escondido
Carrie and John O'Brien  
Chad and Tina Butler 
Dan and Leslie O'Connell 
Dave and Maureen McCaslin 

Donors $500 to $999 Continued
Debra Reed-Klages and Mark Klages 
Frank and Laurie DePonty 
John McColl and Anastasia Thomas 
Jytte and Lawrence Leventhal 
Lisa and Terrell Rodman 
Marcus Wood 
Mary Peterson Charitable Fund
Mission Edge
Pacific Standard Insurance
San Diego County Employees Charitable
Organization
Steve and Lauri Buehler 
Syd Harris and Barbara Mannino 
Tom and Linda Fogarty 

Kevin and Barbara Hunter
Kim and Anita Knight 
Lakecia Gunter 
Lea Fay 
Lee Schavrien
Lois Van Akin  
Mario Manzanilla  
Meg Preston  
Merryl Goldberg 
Microsoft Corporation
Nancy and Ross Rudolph  
Patricia and Bob Stall  
Priscilla Pena  
Randy and Michael Clark  
RJ Kelly and Vymean Noy
Sarah Jayyousi  
Scott and Candi Drury  
Stacy Hall  
Sydney Pringle  
Taylor Ginn
Teresa Scaturro in
   honor of Vicki and   
   Carl Zeiger
Tom and Margot Kyd  
Tommy Agee  
Vanessa Figuero
Zipporah Garrett  

Abby Reynolds  
Alison Aragon  
Allison Morrissey  
Alma Miller  
Amazon Smile
Anonymous
Ava and Ben Payne  
Brianne Cortright  
Carol Cervantes  
Danielle and Henry Platt  
Dawn Hollingsworth  
Dayna Fuller  
Denise and Roger Dick  
Diane Malone  
Emily Wheatley  
Hidden Valley 
   Orthodontics
Jean and David Nassif  
Jennifer Contreras  
Jennifer Oliver  
Jim Highland  
John and Gabby Sipe  
Jon James and Jodi Ramsey
   James  
Joshua and Nancy Lazerson  
Judith Wohl  
Katherine Renstrom  
  

Donors up to $499 


